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Chapter 1: 
Expected behavior of Recombination    
Times 
 
Theoretical framework 

Initial conditions before recombination 
Any surface of a solid material exposed to light's incidence can be affected by its               
outermost electrons excitation. At 0 K temperature (without thermal excitations) and           
without the arrival of a luminous quantum (photon), the electrons contained in a             
material are in their energy base states (Ground State - GS). They have the lowest               
energy possible, and all of them are said to be energetically located below the Fermi               
level of the material. In these base states, the electrons participate in the chemical              
bonds that give structure to the solid or molecular matter that contains them. Just              
below the Fermi level is the so-called valence band of the material (or "bond states"               
in molecules) and is made up precisely of the most energetic states that manage to               
be occupied by the electrons that the material naturally possesses. It should be             
remembered that all the energetic states of any material are filled by placing             
electrons in them in a specific order: from lower to higher energy and wide-open,              
because each member of an electronic pair has the same energy but opposite spins              
until it reaches a maximum energy state that is used to define the energy of the                
Fermi level. Above this level, there are infinite levels or energy states. However, they              
remain empty until an electron absorbs enough energy required to occupy those            
above the Fermi level. 
 
 
Optical excitations 
Excitations caused by the incidence of very high energy light can completely extract             
electrons from a material, expelling them into the air in what is known as the               
photoelectric effect; much more common in metals than in insulators but equally            
possible in both. For more moderate photon energies, the electrons manage to pass             
into an itinerant state within the same material by breaking free from the confinement              
that typically maintains them as part of chemical bonds. Upon leaving their            
confinement, electrons can participate in electronic conduction within the material.          
However, neither the valence band's states from where the electrons start nor the             
conduction states (above the Fermi level) where they arrive are uniformly distributed            
throughout the material. For this reason, when an electron is excited, it usually             
migrates to a different place than the one it occupied in its ground state and can                



come to rest on another atom (we refer to its average position since it is a quantum                 
object). Thus, an excited electron tends to leave the chemical bond of the atom to               
which it belonged. The valence band's energetic state that contained the electron            
before its excitation is now left with a capacity (hole) available to receive another              
electron (even the same electron that occupied that site) through new processes of             
excitation from lower levels, or, more commonly, through the decay of previously            
excited charges (recombination) from higher energy states. 
 
 
How does recombination work? 
The natural tendency of physical systems forces them to find their stability by going              
to the state of lowest possible or available energy. It then becomes common for an               
electron that was initially excited by a photon to "decay", losing energy and moving              
by simple electrostatic attraction towards the same space that previously left a            
vacuum (hole) in the valence band. Due to the conservation of energy, the transition              
to lower energies must occur through dissipative processes, which generally involve           
the emission of new photons, heating the atoms' network through the introduction of             
vibratory movements (phonons), or a combination of both mechanisms. In          
photocatalysis processes, it is intended to make productive usage of the excited            
electron's energy. For that reason, it is always preferable that this particle intervenes             
in the dynamization of a chemical reaction and delivers its excess energy in that              
form, instead of decaying through direct recombination with a hole. The key then is              
to avoid, or at least delay, the manifestation of dissipative processes that lead to              
what is known as recombination. Thus, it would be possible to deliver that energy              
from the excited electron towards useful work in the desired chemical reaction that             
we want to promote before recombination occurs. 
 
Specifically, the dissipative process that leads to recombination can be slowed by            
the spatial distancing of the electron-hole pair formed in the excitation process.            
Additionally, the case of the recombination mechanism through the emission of a            
photon is favored if the value of the wavenumbers (k) that quantum describes the              
states of the particles in reciprocal space are close to each other. This is so because                
when the electron decays towards the hole and releases a photon, that photon goes              
out with a kph value that is usually very small and must coincide with the subtraction                
between the ke of the conduction state of the excited electron and the kh of the                
valence state where the hole is where the recombined electron will go.  



Results 

Band structure and density of electronic states in pure TiO2 

For this study, the band structure of TiO2 was first analyzed in its pure anatase               
phase and in a 3D block (bulk), that is, before generating a 2D surface or layer from                 
this material. 
 
Observation shows an electronic energy gap between full and empty states. This            
gap has a value close to 2 eV when calculated with the Density Functional Theory               
(DFT) in its Generalized Gradient (GGA) approximation. However, it is well known            
that the DFT underestimates the value of the gap as this theory guarantees a good               
description of the electrons and the states that are occupied by them, but not of the                
empty states in the conduction band. Thus, a more precise calculation of the gap will               
give us values close to 4 eV, which implies that we require photons of energy in the                 
ultraviolet range light (λ≈300 nm) for exciting an electron from the valence to the              
conduction band. 
 
 

 
Figure A: Bands diagram for the TiO2 anatase block unit cell. 
 
Recombination through a photon's emission is very likely if the hole-electron pair            
moves closer together and collapses. This is feasible if the energy gap is direct; that               
is, the highest valence state and the lowest conduction state correspond to identical             
kh and ke wave numbers. Thus, it will not be challenging to emit or absorb photons                
since, as we said before, the emitted light requires a very small kph = ke - k h. 
 



In the anatase phase of TiO2, the gap is almost direct because the wave numbers kh                
and ke are very similar. Hence, our best option for slowing down recombination and              
favoring the catalysis of chemical reactions between species in contact with this            
material will be obtained if we manage to move the excited electron away from the               
hole it leaves behind the valence band. This lengthens the recombination times and             
facilitates the excited electron's participation in the chemical reaction we wish to            
promote. 
 
A calculation of the density of states for this material indicates that the highest area               
of the valence band is conformed by electrons belonging to the 2p orbitals of oxygen.               
In contrast, the lowest part of the conduction band comes mainly from the 3d orbitals               
of titanium. For this reason, an electron that absorbs a photon can jump from an               
oxygen atom to nearby titanium and then recombine, emitting a new photon,            
because oxygen and titanium are separated by only 1.7Å apart. 
 

 
Figure B: Density of electronic states (DOS) for the TiO2 anatase block unit cell. 
 
 
We hypothesize that the inclusion of a metallic impurity can inject electrons into the              
surface (001) of the TiO2 anatase. These electrons can then be excited with photons              
to participate in chemical reactions within a catalytic cycle, that is, perform useful             
work before undergoing recombination. 

 
  



Cu4/TiO2 system 

 
In the development of the project "Ab initio characterization of copper clusters on the              
surface of a metal oxide, for potential applications in decontamination by           
photocatalysis", we obtained results related to the study of the surface (001) of TiO2              
in its anatase structure (Specific Objective 1 of the project). The (001) is a minority               
surface because it is not the one with the lowest energy that anatase possesses.              
However, it is frequently exposed to various faces of commercially available TiO2            
nanoparticles, and we can take advantage of its reactive properties [1]. Similarly, the             
stability of small Cu clusters was studied extensively, and the lowest energy isomers             
were identified for CuN sizes where N varies from 3 to 6 (Specific Objective 3 of the                 
project). Finally, the optimal location of the copper clusters on the exposed surface             
(001) of anatase was identified with extensive studies: we found that the Cu4 cluster              
has very favorable energy properties (Specific Objective 4 of the project). All these             
results are reported in the doctoral thesis defended by the candidate Luis Arturo             
Alcalá Varilla within the framework of the project mentioned above after passing            
through the Doctorate in Physical Sciences of the SUE Caribe network, under the             
direction of the Principal Investigator of the project and with the co-supervision of the              
ICTP researcher, Dr. Nicola Seriani. 
 
With this background, we now deliver the results of the next step, which             
complements the progress made in Specific Objective 5 of the project, which            
identifies areas of charge accumulation to determine the expected behavior of           
recombination times. In the aforementioned doctoral thesis and in additional studies           
carried out by other students who contributed to the project, the load distribution in              
the TiO2 + CuN system (N = 3, 4, 5, and 6) was calculated by various methods, and                  
we were able to identify zones of electron accumulation. There it was verified that              
indeed the copper atoms give electrons to the titanium. Now, all metals tend to give               
up their outermost electrons to oxidize. However, it should be remembered that while             
copper reaches the surface in its neutral state, the titanium that is there is already               
positively ionized because it has given electrons to its surrounding oxygens on the             
surface with which it has chemical bonds. According to the reduction potentials,            
under conditions that allow the release of charge, a neutral Cu atom will release an               
electron unless it remains attracted to Cu by applying a potential equal to or greater               
than 0.52 V. However, without external potentials, a titanium Ti4+ will accept the             
electron released by copper. It will transform into Ti3+, although the latter species is              
0.28V above Ti4+. 
 
To understand what can happen if an electron is excited in the copper-doped             
anatase system when compared to what it would have in pure TiO2, we must identify               
the exact states that will intervene in the excitation in the presence of Cu and define                
the atoms to which these states belong, for measuring their separation distances and             



then estimate whether the recombination of the electron-hole pair becomes easier or            
more difficult. 
 
Density of States Analysis for the Cu4/TiO2 System 

Below are the total density of states (DOS) for each spin and the projected density of                
states (PDOS) on some representative atoms of the Cu4/TiO2 system, which we            
selected because it obtained the lowest adsorption energy among those that were            
previously studied within the development of this project. We can see that the             
valence band is mainly occupied by oxygen (2p) orbitals, as was the case in TiO2               
without Cu. A modification of the forbidden band (bandgap), when compared to pure             
TiO2, is also observed, as now there are full states of nature Ti (3d) (polarons)               
located at high energies in the valence band. The Fermi level is indicated in the               
figures with a vertical dotted line. As mentioned in the previous section, polarons             
arise because some 3d states of titanium empty in TiO2 without Cu now receive              
electrons donated by copper. Those states of copper (3p) are the ones that have lost               
electrons. Thus the latter appears empty in the conduction band, hybridized with            
some orbitals also empty of the titanium Ti (3d). 
 

 
Figure C: Total DOS (in black) for the surface (001) of the Cu4 modified anatase TiO2. The                 
contributions of the oxygen 2p orbitals are shown in blue. 

 
 
 
 



 
Figure D: Total DOS (in black) for the surface (001) of the Cu4 modified anatase TiO2. In                 
fuchsia, the contributions of the 3d orbitals of titanium are presented. 
 
 

 
Figure E: Total DOS (in black) for the surface (001) of the Cu4 modified anatase TiO2. In 
blue, the contributions of the copper 3p orbitals are shown. 
 
Now, not all copper or titanium atoms contribute equally to DOS. In fact, in the               
following figure, it is noted that the states closest to the Fermi level can be assigned                
to a tiny group of atoms when we review the projection of state densities (PDOS)               
presented above. 
 



 
Figure F: Total DOS (in black) for the surface (001) of the Cu4 modified anatase TiO2. In                 
colors, the relevant contributions that intervene in the states closest to the Fermi level are               
presented. 
 
The consequences of this electronic rearrangement are various. On the one hand,            
we now have energetic states in the middle of the gap that makes the energy               
required to excite an electron from the valence band to the conduction band is no               
longer as high as when ultraviolet light was required in pure TiO2. On the other hand,                
the outermost electrons are located in the atom called titanium-44 (Ti44:           
nomenclature that corresponds to the way our system was built in the simulation             
process), and these electrons will be the first to jump to occupy the lower empty               
states that, as indicated by the projections of state densities visualized above, are             
located in the space occupied by the atoms called Ti54, Cu145, and Cu147. The              
following graph illustrates these three atoms' location, which makes up a triangle of             
first neighbors and other atoms of interest. 

 
Figure G: Top view image (z-axis) of the Cu4-doped TiO2 surface. The surface extends in               
the x and y directions. 



 
As can be seen, the Ti44 atom is not located in the outermost layer of the surface, as                  
are the numbered copper atoms in the figure, but the Ti44 is located one layer               
below. Furthermore, the starting point of the electron from the valence shell (Ti44)             
and its arrival point in the conduction state after a possible excitation (triangle             
Ti54-Cu145-Cu157) are quite spatially separated, making their spontaneous        
recombination difficult. 
 
In fact, if compared to the typical oxygen-titanium distance (1.7Å) that separates the             
valence and conduction states in pure TiO2, the distance that now exists between the              
Ti44 atom and the triangle mentioned above is quite large (6.1 Å), which offers more               
considerable difficulty for recombination. As a conclusion of this section, and           
responding to Specific Objective 5 of the project, we have obtained as a result of our                
calculations, that there is a greater favorability to develop catalysis processes on the             
surface modified with Cu4 when compared to the surface (001) of the TiO2 anatase              
without the presence of copper since the spatial separation of states when copper is              
included implies a more substantial difficulty for the recombination of the           
electron-hole pair that occurs through photoexcitation. 
 
  



Chapter 2: 
Characterization of the Cu4-doped    
titanium dioxide surface in the     
presence of a CO2 molecule  
 
System composition 
 
In this section, we study the influence that a copper cluster has on the surface of anatase                 
001 on CO2 adsorption. For this, we use the TiO2/Cu4 system that has the lowest adsorption                
energy in this study (structure shown in Figure A) because this configuration has the lowest               
bandgap and also has empty Cu (3p) states at the bottom of the conduction band as shown                 
in the previous chapter. We consider the adsorption of CO2 in different positions around the               
cluster and on it; the cluster's influence on the adsorption of the curved-type CO2              
configuration was specially studied. On the other hand, the adsorption energies were            
calculated with the following expression: 
 
 

                                                       2.1 Eads  = Eslab+Cu +CO     N 2
− E

slab+Cu     N
− ECO2  

 

 
 

 
Figure A: Relaxed structure for the most stable TiO2/Cu4 system. 
 
 
In expression (2.1), the energy of the slab is the energy of the slab with the        Eslab+Cu +CON 2          
cluster and adsorbed CO2, is the energy of the slab with the adsorbed cluster, and    Eslab+CuN

           
is the energy of a CO2 molecule in vacuum.ECO2

 
 
 



Results 
 
Charge density analysis 
 
Figure B graphically shows the result of charge analysis for the titanium dioxide surface              
doped with a size four copper cluster. 
 

 
Figure B: Areas of more significant redistribution of electronic charge on the relaxed structure for the                
TiO2 + Cu4 system that was more stable. Between two of the copper atoms and one of the titaniums                   
on the surface, a lobe (yellow) is observed, representing an available state above the Fermi level,                
which sets up an excited electron trap. 
 

 
CO2 adsorption on the surface of anatase (001) with copper          
clusters 
 
The relaxed structures obtained are presented in Figure C. We can see that around the               
cluster, the bent-type configuration is still possible (structures S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S8,               
S9, S12, S13, S14, S15, S16 and S19 in Figure C). In contrast, the physisorption is seen                 
when CO2 is on the cluster (structures S7, S11, S18, and S20 in Figure C). We can also                  
observe that the CO2 molecule only makes bonds with the copper atom of the cluster that is                 
coordinated twice (see Figure G (Chapter 1)), and when this occurs, the structures S6, S10,               
and S17 are seen (Figure C). 
 
On the other hand, the relevant bond lengths, bond angles, and adsorption energies are              
given in Table 2-1. The first row of this table shows the CO2 adsorption values on the                 



anatase surface without copper cluster, while in the values of the other rows, copper was               
included. The S1, S2, and S3 structures have the lowest adsorption energies. Even the              
adsorption energies of S2 and S3 are less than the adsorption energy obtained when the               
cluster is not included, so the TiO2/Cu4 system improves adsorption energy for CO2 at points               
such as those corresponding to structures S2 and S3. The fact that the S1, S2, and S3                 
structures have the lowest adsorption energies can be explained as follows: group            
adsorption broke the Ti-O bond of the surface that is placed in the last position of the first                  
row of oxygen atoms (from right-left) in Figure G (Chapter 1). But when structures S1, S2,                
and S3 are formed, this Ti-O bond is re-formed, and thus the system increases its stability.                
Although the S1, S2, and S3 structures have the lowest adsorption energies, they present              
CO bond lengths similar to those observed when the copper group is not included (see               
Table 2-1). Therefore the dissociation of CO2 does not increase for these structures. 

S1   S2       S3  

S4 S5   S6  

S7 S8   S9  

 S10  S11   S12  

   S13  S14  S15  



S16 S17   S18  

S19   S20  

 
Figure C: Examples of some structures studied to determine the favorability of CO2 adsorption on the                
TiO2/Cu4 system. It is observed that it is more frequent to find stable structures in which CO2 is not                   
adsorbed on the copper cluster. 

 
The opposite occurs with the S4, S15, and S19 structures at sites where a Ti-O bond is                 
broken. These configurations are still stable and are very interesting because the length of a               
CO bond of the CO2 molecule increases with respect to the length shown when the group is                 
not included (see Table 2-1). Also, for these structures, it is observed that the bond length                
between the carbon atom and an oxygen atom on the surface increases, therefore for the               
structures S4, S15, and S19, the probability of dissociation of CO2 is higher than those seen                
when there is no copper cluster. Finally, for the rest of the structures shown in Figure C, it is                   
observed that the lengths of the C-O bonds are similar to those observed when the copper                
cluster is not included (see Table 2-1). 
 
Table 2-1: CO2 adsorption properties in the TiO2/Cu4 system. d(CO) is the bond lengths between C                
and O atoms; d(C-OS) is the bond length between a carbon atom and an oxygen atom on the surface;                   
d(Ti-OC) is the bonding length between a Ti atom and an oxygen atom of the CO2 molecule; (O-C-O)                  
is the angle of the CO2 molecules; and Eads is the adsorption energy. 

Estructura d(C-O) d(C-O s ) d(Ti-O C ) θ(O-C-O) Eads 

 1.3043 1.2985 1.2946 2.0534 2.0615 125.62 -2.1544 

S1 1.3034 1.2915 1.3008 2.0506 2.0751 126.44 -1.9094 

S2 1.3041 1.2947 1.2978 2.0643 2.0507 125.49 -2.1968 

S3 1.3101 1.2936 1.2953 2.0517 2.0573 125.45 -2.1692 

S4 1.2144 1.3373 1.3628 1.9091 ----- 124.65 -1.8632 

S5 1.2961 1.2895 1.3088 2.0628 2.0737 126.96 -1.4673 

S6 1.2699 1.2994 1.3216 1.9363 ----- 124.72 -1.8662 

S7 1.1780 1.1732 ----- ----- ----- 178.48 -0.6796 

S8 1.2932 1.2962 1.3065 2.0605 2.0702 126.87 -1.5165 



 

  

S9 1.2994 1.2874 1.3076 2.0590 2.0803 127.42 -1.2791 

S10 1.1850 1.1657 ----- ----- ----- 177.67 -0.9656 

S11 1.1716 1.1796 ----- ----- ----- 178.938 -0.7041 

S12 1.2973 1.2916 1.3063 2.0485 2.0705 126.44 -1.6322 

S13 1.3026 1.2897 1.3030 2.0462 2.0702 126.46 -1.7436 

S14 1.3013 1.2885 1.3058 2.0589 2.0791 126.63 -1.6105 

S15 1.3411 1.2160 1.3663 1.9043 ----- 125.15 -1.4687 

S16 1.2976 1.2966 1.3023 2.0464 2.0623 126.20 -1.6780 

S17 1.2065 1.2552 ----- 2.2210 ----- 140.98 -0.7718 

S18 1.1775 1.1740 ----- ----- ----- 178.84 -0.6746 

S19 1.3389 1.2183 1.3712 1.9322 ----- 125.35 -1.5927 

S20 1.1751 1.1769 ----- ----- ----- 179.68 -0.6572 



Chapter 3: 
Dissociation and Hydrogenation   
Studies 
 
Initial conditions before the study 

Surface with adsorbed CO2 

A previous investigation, which was duly consigned in doctoral thesis work and            
research reports obtained as a product of the project "Ab initio characterization of             
copper clusters on the surface of a metallic oxide, for potential applications in             
decontamination by photocatalysis", showed a set of approximately twenty possible          
binding sites for the CO2 molecule on the surface (001) of TiO2 modified (doped) with               
Cu4 clusters. In this section, we study both the dissociation and the hydrogenation of              
the CO2 molecule in the most stable position found for it on the surface (see two                
Figures below) starting from the studies mentioned above. 

 

 



 
Chemical species considered 
The energy of CO2 on the surface was again calculated with high precision, as              
shown in the two previous figures. Subsequently, the steps of a reaction that breaks              
the CO2 molecule without involving hydrogen are considered, only with transitions           
between species such as CO2, CO, C, and O2, on the surface. Finally,             
hydrogen-containing species are included to later compare the preference between          
reduction through direct dissociation in a highly oxidizing environment versus          
hydrogenation. Specifically, the species OH, COH, COH2, COH3, CH4, and H2O are            
considered. With the energies calculated in both types of situations, in addition to             
establishing which CO2 reduction mechanism is preferable (dissociation versus         
hydrogenation), we can also propose a possible order of occurrence for the            
intermediate reactions of the catalysis process.  



Results 

Atomic configurations studied 
Calculations for this study were divided into three groups according to their type. On              
the one hand, isolated molecular species represent the situation after a gaseous            
emission of molecules from the photocatalytic surface into a vacuum. The second            
type consists of the steps of the breakdown of the CO2 molecule, where the              
reduction occurs without the participation of species that contribute hydrogen.          
Finally, there would be protons (H+), OH- radicals, and H2 molecules in an aqueous              
environment, apart from water. Under this last hypothesis, the third type of            
calculation is carried out, representing the reduction of CO2 with the help of dissolved              
hydrogen in aqueous conditions. 
 
 
The structures in their simulation cells are presented graphically below. 
 
 
A- Molecules 
 
The isolated molecules' energies were calculated in a relatively large simulation box,            
equal to that containing the surface (001) of TiO2. This to reliably avoid that the               
calculation is affected by the molecule's interaction with its periodic images in the             
adjacent simulation cells. 
 
 
 

Table 3-1: Total energy values in Rydberg for the species studied. 
 

 
 

Chemical species Energy (Ry) 

1-Carbon dioxide -75,498990 

2-Oxygen -63,825214 

3-Formaldehyde -45,722682 

4-Carbon monoxide -43,352395 

5-H2O -34,421131 

6-Hydroxyl -33,035454 

7-Methane -16,148850 

8-Hydrogen -2,330217 



1 2  
 

3 4     5  
 

6 7 8  
 
Figure A: 1- Carbon dioxide; 2- Oxygen; 3- Formaldehyde; 4- Carbon monoxide; 5- Water;              
6- Hydroxyl; 7- Methane; 8- Hydrogen 

 
 
B- Reduction without hydrogen 
 
In previous calculations, the most stable chemisorbed CO2 structure was identified           
among dozens of possibilities. It appears below as a starting point for the CO2              
reduction processes in an oxidizing environment (Figure B1), and in an aqueous            
environment (Figure C1) are presence hydrogen. The final result of the first process             
(Figure B3) indicates that despite the attempt to separate the carbon from its two              
oxygens, simulating a situation where we start with the three atoms anchored            
separately on the surface, in the vicinity of the position that initially had the CO2, the                
carbon isolated (or bonded to titanium) will not be stable in an oxidizing environment              
and will return to form CO. On the other hand, the final situations of the simulations                
corresponding to Figures B2 and B3 show us that CO prefers to detach itself from               
the surface, remaining in a physisorbed state. 
 
 

  



Table 3-2: Values of total energy for the studied surfaces in Rydberg. 
 

 
 
 

1  

2  
  

Surface + CO2 Energy (Ry) 

Figure B1 -9241,210300 

Figure B2 -9240,881658 

Figure B3 -9240,729160 



 
 

3  
Figure B: 1- More stable surface with chemisorbed CO2; 2- Surface with rupture of a C=O                
bond; 3- Final surface situation where a second C=O bond had been broken, and the               
simulation with the carbon had been broken at another point on the surface. 
 
 
C- Reduction in the presence of hydrogen 
 
With the same starting point for CO2 as in the previous section (Figure B1), the               
presence of neighboring hydrogen to carbon was incorporated, which quickly bonded           
to oxygen and distorted the position of CO2, tending to remove it from the surface               
and expose its atoms more (Figure C1). This situation was exploited in successive             
steps. 
 
 
 

Table 3-3: Values for total energy in Rydberg for the surfaces studied. 
 

 
 
 

Surface + CO2 + H Energy (Ry) 

Figure C1 -9242,389600 

Figure C2 -9208,996526 

Figure C3 -9243,312042 

Figure C4 -9211,334323 

Figure C5 -9212,424147 

Figure C6 -9198,643689 



1     2  
 

3     4   
 

5     6  
Figure C: 1- CO2 unit distorted and removed from the surface by the presence of a bond                 
with hydrogen; 2- Calculation of the surface energy for the case in which the OH unit from                 
the previous step moves away converted into water, after bonding with a second hydrogen;              
3- Subsequent hydrogenation of carbon and its remaining oxygen, with which the OH and              
OCH species are formed, the latter being physisorbed as a consequence of the simulation of               
the forces and energy of the system; 4- and 5- The OH species from the previous step                 
detaches from the surface in the form of water, while a second and third hydrogen adheres                



to the carbon atom, respectively, 6- carbon loss thanks to its hydrogenation (methane) and              
the oxygen that was attached to it. 

Formation energies 
As mentioned in a previous section, during the project's development, the surface            
structure (001) of TiO2 anatase with Cu4 was obtained, from which we started before              
incorporating CO2. Now, this system takes on importance again since the total            
energy calculated for that structure serves as a reference for comparing the energy             
of a molecule attached to the surface with the energy of the separate surface +               
molecule (gas) system. Thanks to this, we will conclude if the adsorbed system is              
preferable to the dissociated one for the molecule in question. Once its importance             
has been established, it is reported that the DFT calculation gives us a total energy               
for the surface without adhering to molecules of -9165.558215 Rydbergs (Ry). 
 
To make a first comparison that will serve as an example for others later, the case of                 
Figure B1 in the previous section will be analyzed. This figure presents us with an               
adsorbed CO2 molecule, which, as mentioned in the Methodology section at the            
beginning of this chapter, constitutes the most stable structure among the more than             
twenty configurations studied by placing CO2 in different positions on this surface.            
The structure in Figure B1 has a total energy of -9241.210300 Ry, according to our               
calculations. To the skilled reader, it is worth mentioning that all of our total energies               
include the fundamental contributions of DFT and the Generalized Gradient          
approximation, the Hubbard interaction, the van der Waals-type interaction, and          
magnetic effects through the polarization of the electronic spin. Thus, we must also             
calculate the energy of the isolated CO2 molecule (gas), which gives us -75.498990             
Ry. By adding this energy of the molecule with that of the clean surface              
(-9165.558215 Ry), we obtain -9241.057205 Ry. This energy of surface + molecule            
separately must now be compared with the system's energy that integrates these            
two scenarios through the adsorption of the molecule on the surface, which, as we              
have already mentioned, is -9241.210300 Ry. This comparison gives us a difference            
of -0.15309507 Ry (or what is equivalent: -2.1 eV = -201 kJ / mol), and this indicates                 
that the molecule adsorbed inside the surface (Figure B-1) is favorable with respect             
to the situation in which the molecule is in its gas phase, away from the surface. 
 
Thanks to an enormous effort and calculations carried out both in Colombia and in              
the Italian ICTP, it was possible to extract the total energies for a large number of                
systems, which were reported in the tables of sections A, B, and C of the previous                
section. From the energies presented, and with the same considerations outlined in            
the last paragraph, we will evaluate the favorability of CO2 reduction in the systems              
shown in sections B and C. 
  



Chapter 4: 
Favorability of the occurrence of     
Dissociation Vs. Hydrogenation 
 
General considerations of the comparison 

Implications of the difference in energies 
Suppose at zero temperature and pressure, a system made up of interpenetrated            
parts presents lower energy than corresponding to the parts separately. In that case,             
this system is classified as the most favorable configuration of the components that             
make it up under those specific conditions. It is precisely under these pressure and              
temperature conditions that DFT calculations are most frequently used, which give           
us results of the total energy of a studied system. Confronting these results, we can               
conclude if there is a relative favorability between one configuration or another,            
which will be a fact within the set of situations studied and calculated that have been                
taken into account for the comparison [2, 3]. However, it is understood that it is               
almost impossible to be exhaustive in studying all the possible configurations of a             
large number of atoms, given a large number of degrees of freedom that a system               
with tens or hundreds of atoms that are free in principle to take any position within                
the three-dimensional space, being also the position a continuous type variable that            
when varied minimally, gives rise to different energy results. On this front, concepts             
such as chemical intuition, structural search, configuration space, and optimal          
system descriptors become relevant. 
  



Results 

Energies involved in the dissociation of CO2 without the         
presence of hydrogen 
On the surface (001) of the TiO2 anatase modified with copper clusters (Cu4), it was               
observed that the CO2 molecule is chemisorbed in a very stable way with an energy               
of 201 kJ / mol (~ 2 eV) below the energy of the system with the free copper                  
separated from the surface (see calculation at the end of the previous chapter). With              
this first requirement to destabilize CO2, we now proceed to consider the energy             
involved in the process of breaking up the molecule and dispersing its parts on the               
surface. 
 
 
Figures B2 and B3 in Chapter 3 illustrate such a situation. Unfortunately, the             
energies associated with these configurations: -9240.881658 Ry for B2 and          
-9240.729160 Ry for B3, are far from the surface's energy with chemisorbed CO2             
(-9241.210300 Ry) and even with free CO2 and detached from the surface            
(-9241.057205 Ry). 
 
 
Table 4-1: Calculated values for the total energy of the different elements that will be 

compared in the dissociation of CO2 without the presence of hydrogen 
 

 
 
 
Based on the values presented here, the energy required to break down the CO2              
molecule and reduce it at the surface, without further assistance, is approximately            
500 kJ / mol (~ 5 eV). However, as the energy required by CO2 to release itself from                  
the surface and return to the air as a free molecule is 201 kJ / mol (two and a half                    
times less than the energy required for a breakdown), then it will be more likely that                
the release will occur and dissociation does not occur. 

Chemical species Energy (Ry) 

Carbon dioxide -75,498990 

Surface without CO2 Energy (Ry) 

See Chapter 1 
(Specific Object 5 of the project) 

-9165,558215 

Surface + CO2 Energy (Ry) 

Chapter 3: B1 -9241,210300 

Chapter 3: B2 -9240,881658 

Chapter 3: B3 -9240,729160 



Energies involved in the dissociation of CO2 in the presence of           
hydrogen 
Within the favorability analysis, it will be enough to establish whether the energy of              
the CH4 + 2 H2O system is sufficiently close to that of the CO2 + 4H2 system,                 
according to the energies obtained from our calculations. 
 
 
Table 4-2: Values calculated for the total energy of the different elements that will be 

compared in the dissociation of CO2 in the presence of hydrogen 
 
 

 
 
 
This is: 

-16,148850 Ry + 2 (-34,421131 Ry)  = -84,991112 Ry, 
 
it is compared to: 
 

-75,498990 Ry + 4 (-2,330217 Ry) = -84,819856 Ry 
 
 
In this situation, the difference in energy disadvantages the products (CH4 + 2H2O)             
by an amount that is 0.171256 Ry higher in energy with respect to the precursors,               
225 kJ / mol (~ 2.3 eV). 
 
 
Although the previous result was to be expected, given that CH4 is an energetic              
molecule that can be used as fuel, what is also observed is that the              
hydrogen-mediated CO2 reduction reaction, which is presented here, has a cost in            
energy that is almost half the energy we calculated in the previous section to achieve               
reduction without the presence of hydrogen, even with the help of the surface. With              
this information and also knowing that visible light is used in a photocatalytic process              
to introduce energies of the order of 2.5 eV into the system, we can affirm that                
everything points to the reduction of CO2 in the presence of hydrogen and facilitated              
by the catalyst TiO2 + Cu4 is, in fact, quite feasible. 

Chemical species Energy (Ry) 

Methane -16,148850 

H2O -34,421131 

Carbon dioxide -75,498990 

Hydrogen (H2) -2,330217 



Chapter 5: 
Hydrogenation of the CO2 molecule     
due to changes in the chemical      
potential in an aqueous medium 
 
Method of a gradual change from precursors to chemicals 

Chemical potential 
The chemical potential is related to the favorability of a particular direction            
(transformation of some species into others) within a chemical reaction, which is            
obtained from the change in the reagents' relative abundances involved. In the case             
at hand, the effect of hydrogen's chemical potential can be seen by simulating             
conditions where this element is so abundant within the area of contact with the              
surface that it will end up adhering to the CO2 molecule found there present in a                
chemisorbed state. This adherence will be inevitable due to thermodynamic          
conditions that are probabilistic. What happens from then on will depend on the             
affinity between hydrogen and the atoms that make up CO2. 
 

Chemical species considered 
As a consequence of the abundance of hydrogen that we will gradually introduce, we              
will have to consider all the probable steps that will take us from chemisorbed CO2 to                
methane as a stable and energetic molecule desirable for later uses. Thus, many of              
the molecules presented in Table 3-1 will be involved, as illustrated in Figures C1-6              
(Chapter 3). The availability of the chemical species involved in the reaction is then              
varied to simulate the chemical potential changes, as has been done in other studies              
[4]. 
  



Results 

Introduction of hydrogen in contact with CO2 

In the initial situation shown in Figure B1, the presence of neighboring hydrogen to              
carbon was incorporated, which quickly bonded to an oxygen and distorted the            
position of CO2, tending to remove it from the surface and expose its atoms more as                
seen in Figure C1, which for easy reference is repeated below. 

 
Figure C1 (Chapter 3) 

 
In developing the project "Ab initio characterization of copper clusters on the surface             
of a metallic oxide, for potential applications in decontamination by photocatalysis",           
all the necessary energies have been calculated to establish correct comparisons. In            
this particular case, we see that the total energy of the structure presented above              
must be compared against the sum of its parts, which are: Surface (001) of TiO2               
anatase with Cu4, CO2 molecule, a hydrogen (calculated as half the energy of the H2               
molecule). 
 

 
According to the calculated values, the sum of the stable species' energies taken             
separately will be -9242.222313 Ry, which is 0.167286 Ry (220 kJ / mol) above the               
energy of the configuration in Figure C1. This indicates that the chemisorbed            
species, with hydrogen linked to one of its oxygens, is a viable step if we start from                 
the configuration seen in Figure B1 (Chapter 3). This is true even without additional              
energy from photons in the visible spectrum. 
 
It is proposed that the OH radical separates from the CO2 molecule after interacting              
with a new hydrogen, which becomes water. When the water is released, the two              

Chemical species Energy (Ry) 

Figure C1 -9242,389600 

Surface without CO2 -9165,558215 

Carbon dioxide -75,498990 

0.5 x Hydrogen (H2) -1,165108 



hydrogens take one oxygen from CO2 with them and leave a molecule of CO on the                
surface, where the carbon now appears bound to one of its original oxygens and              
another that it borrows from TiO2: 

 
Figure C2 (Chapter 3) 

 

 
The sum of the energies of the stable species taken separately is -9208.910610 Ry,              
which is 0.085916 Ry (113 kJ / mol) above the energy of the configuration in Figure                
C2. This again tells us that the chemisorbed CO species, CO2 with one oxygen atom               
in less when released to become water, is also a viable step. 
 
It is proposed that between a new H2 molecule and one of the titaniums, a new OH                 
species is created using the oxygen that was bound to the carbon on the left (see                
Figure C3). Meanwhile, the other hydrogen binds to carbon since it is the atom that               
is most exposed, to form a situation that in our computational simulations leads to an               
even greater distance from carbon through the physisorption of the COH species, as             
seen in the figure: 
 

 
Figure C3 (Chapter 3) 

Chemical species Energy (Ry) 

Figure C1 -9208,996526 

Surface without CO2 -9165,558215 

Carbon monoxide -43,352395 



 
The sum of the energies of the stable species taken separately is -9243.387422 Ry,              
and now it is 0.039780 Ry (52 kJ / mol) below the energy of the Figure C3                 
configuration. This constitutes the first step in which an injection of energy is required              
to break the hydrogen molecule and force its two atoms to participate in the reaction               
described. As the energy difference is low (e.g., infrared light), this step is also quite               
feasible. 
 
Following the path of further enhancing carbon by adding hydrogens to give it             
greater energy, it is proposed that a new H2 molecule enter and with one of its atoms                 
release the OH that rested on one of the titaniums, while the other hydrogen goes to                
join the carbon and oxygen that are physisorbed (see Figure C4) 

 
Figure C4 (Chapter 3) 

 

 
The sum of the energies of the stable species taken separately is -9211.240827 Ry,              
which is 0.093497 Ry (123 kJ / mol) above the energy of the configuration in Figure                
C4. This again tells us that passing the chemisorbed COH2 species is also a viable               
step even without energy injection, as long as there is enough hydrogen. 
 

Chemical species Energy (Ry) 

Figure C3 -9243,347642 

Surface without CO2 -9165,558215 

Carbon dioxide -75,498990 

Hydrogen (H2) -2,330217 

Chemical species Energy (Ry) 

Figure C4 -9211,334323 

Surface without CO2 -9165,558215 

Carbon monoxide -43,352395 

Hydrogen (H2) -2,330217 



For three and four hydrogens attached to carbon, it is proposed that first, a hydrogen               
atom reaches the COH2 molecule to convert it into COH3. Then two additional             
hydrogen atoms liberate the carbon from oxygen, leaving on one side an OH             
attached to the surface and on the other a molecule of methane CH4. 
 

           
Figures C5 y C6 (Chapter 3) 

 

 
The sum of the energies of the stable species taken separately is -9212.405935 Ry              
for C5 and -9198.635931 Ry for C6, which are 0.113624 Ry (149 kJ / mol) and                
0.155737 Ry (204 kJ / mol) above the energies of the C5 and C6 configurations               
respectively. This again tells us that going from the chemisorbed COH2 species to             
COH3 and OH + CH4 is also a viable path without injecting light energy if enough                
hydrogen is introduced. 

Catalytic cycle of CO2 reduction in an aqueous medium with the           
constant availability of hydrogen 
As long as the aqueous medium is regularly supplying hydrogen, we will have a              
reaction that, for the most part, proceeds smoothly, as calculated and demonstrated            
above. Thus, if this method of CO2 reduction is complemented with a water-splitting             
method, excellent results will be obtained. In any case, the existence of a great              
abundance of water, which is linked to its chemical potential and therefore a higher              

Chemical species Energía (Ry) 

Figure C5 -9212,424147 

Figure C6 -9198,643689 

Surface without CO2 -9165,558215 

Carbon monoxide -43,352395 

0.5 x Oxygen -31,912607 

0.5 x Hydrogen (H2) -1,165108 

1.5 x Hydrogen (H2) -3,495325 



concentration of hydrogen, will cause the following catalytic cycle to proceed as            
explained above: 
 

 
As demonstrated by the chain of reactions studied, the cycle's closure occurs when             
step VII converges to I. In VII, the structure C6 (-9198.643689 Ry) adsorbs a              
hydrogen atom (-1.165108 Ry), and that energy summed (-9199.956776 Ry) is           
compared with the energy of the clean catalytic surface TiO2 + Cu (-9165.558215             
Ry) plus the released H2O (-34.421131 Ry), which combined add up to            
-9199.979347 Ry. Thus, a difference of 0.022570 Ry (30 kJ / mol) is seen in favor of                 
step I. 

  



Chapter 6: 
Comparison of characteristics of the     
anatase (001) + CuN system compared      
to similar systems 
Most relevant bibliography of the last five years in the area 
Our results must be compared against those obtained for very similar systems: Cu4             
clusters deposited on various TiO2 surfaces (Refs [5,6]). In these two references, the             
effect that the presence of the copper cluster has on the electronic structure of the               
system is very similar to what happens in our case: Copper donates electrons to the               
surface, which leads to the formation of filled states centered on the Ti3+ type              
titaniums, of the polaron type, which are in the middle of the electronic gap just               
below the Fermi level. Meanwhile, the empty states just above the Fermi level are              
dominated by the copper atoms that lost their electrons. 
 
This should lead to a separation of charges after the electron-hole pairs' excitation by              
illumination with visible light. This is so because the polarons will attract the holes              
generated while the electrons are preferably located in the vicinity of the copper             
impurities deposited on the surface. As shown in the two articles cited above, this              
behavior should promote a greater separation of charges and suppress their           
recombination, thereby increasing the system's efficiency to perform catalytic         
processes. Therefore, it is essential to highlight that precisely the same type of             
mechanism is present in our study system. As demonstrated in previous chapters,            
our polarons are not close to copper atoms because the separation between them is              
more than 6 Angstroms, which is very favorable for catalytic efficiency. 
 
Focusing more fully on the chemical reaction mechanisms involved in catalytic           
processes, we see how Reference [6] bases its final calculations on first obtaining             
the dissociation of CO2. On the other hand, in our calculations, we managed to show               
that starting from the direct dissociation of this molecule would give an incomplete             
and inconvenient version of what happens in reality. This is so because by including              
the possibility of the hydrogenation of CO2, it is possible to destabilize the molecule              
more gradually, and the hydrogen guides the system towards a cascade or            
sequence of reactions that are mostly very convenient from the energy point of view              
and chemical if compared with those reported in Reference [6] for the surface (101).              
Thus, our work shows a more complete picture that includes the possible paths             
followed by the CO2 reduction reaction, mediated by hydrogen in an aqueous            



environment. In fact, it coincides with the Reference mentioned in that it also predicts              
the appearance of formaldehyde as a stable reduction product. 
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Appendix 1 
Example of input parameters for relaxation calculations of        
isolated molecules (gases) 
 
&control 

    title = 'O2' , 
    calculation = 'relax' , 

    restart_mode = 'from_scratch' , 
    nstep = 200 , 

    prefix = 'TiO2_beta' , 
    max_seconds = 84000 , 

    pseudo_dir = '/home/jamontoyam/pseudo/' , 
outdir =   

'/scratch/RCCA-TiO2/jamontoyam/TiO2_withCu4_GS_relax01/' , 
    etot_conv_thr = 1.0D-4 , 

    forc_conv_thr = 5.0D-3 

/ 
&system 

    ibrav = 0 , 
    celldm(1) = 7.17667114 , 

    nat = 2 , 
    ntyp = 1 , 

    nspin = 2 , 
    ecutwfc = 45 , 

    ecutrho = 450  
 

/ 
&electrons 

    electron_maxstep = 500 , 

    conv_thr = 1.0d-5 , 
    mixing_mode = 'local-TF' , 

    mixing_beta = 0.68 , 
    diagonalization = 'david' , 

    startingwfc = 'atomic' 
/ 

&ions 
    ion_dynamics = 'bfgs' , 

    upscale = 100.D0 , 
    trust_radius_ini = 1.0D-2 , 

    trust_radius_max = 5.0D0 , 



    trust_radius_min = 1.0D-10 
/ 

ATOMIC_SPECIES 
   O  16.00 O.pbe-van_bm.UPF 

ATOMIC_POSITIONS (angstrom) 
O        2.931510286  10.809220114  11.500040970 

O        3.699887810  11.407505800  11.499907279 
 

 
K_POINTS {automatic} 

2  2  1   0   0   0 

 
CELL_PARAMETERS (alat=7.17667114) 

   4.011792000   0.000000000   0.000000000 
   0.000000000   4.011792000   0.000000000 

   0.000000000   0.000000000   5.773851229 
 
  



Appendix 2 
Example of input parameters for relaxation calculations of TiO2         
surfaces (001) modified with additional atoms. 
 
&control 

    title = 'TiO2_Cu4_CO2_Step5b' , 
    calculation = 'relax' , 

    restart_mode = 'from_scratch' , 
    nstep = 200 , 

    prefix = 'TiO2_beta' , 
    max_seconds = 84000 , 

    pseudo_dir = '/home/jamontoyam/pseudo/' , 
outdir =   

'/scratch/RCCA-TiO2/jamontoyam/TiO2_withCu4_GS_relax01/' , 
    etot_conv_thr = 1.0D-4 , 

    forc_conv_thr = 5.0D-3 

/ 
&system 

    ibrav = 0 , 
    celldm(1) = 7.17667114 , 

    nat = 151 , 
    ntyp = 5 , 

    nspin = 2 , 
    starting_magnetization(3) = -0.1 , 

    ecutwfc = 45 , 
    ecutrho = 450 , 

    vdw_corr = 'grimme-d3' , 
    occupations = 'smearing' , 

    smearing = 'methfessel-paxton' , 

    degauss = 0.001 , 
    lda_plus_u = .true. , 

    Hubbard_U(2) = 4.2 , 
    Hubbard_U(3) = 5.2 

/ 
&electrons 

    electron_maxstep = 500 , 
    conv_thr = 1.0d-5 , 

    mixing_mode = 'local-TF' , 
    mixing_beta = 0.68 , 

    diagonalization = 'david' , 



    startingwfc = 'atomic'/ 
&ions 

    ion_dynamics = 'bfgs' , 
    upscale = 100.D0 , 

    trust_radius_ini = 1.0D-2 , 
    trust_radius_max = 1.0D-1, 

    trust_radius_min = 1.0D-10 
/ 

ATOMIC_SPECIES 
   O  16.00 O.pbe-van_bm.UPF 

  Ti  47.00 Ti.pbe-sp-van_ak.UPF 

  Cu  63.55 Cu.pbe-n-van_ak.UPF 
  C   12.00 C.pbe-van_ak.UPF 

  H   1.00 H.pbe-van_ak.UPF 
ATOMIC_POSITIONS (angstrom) 

O             1.9147104638       -0.2741926492        4.4519633512 
O             0.0222070233        1.7764675733        5.4685099892 

O             1.9235455037        2.2149615993        7.0241959335 
O             0.4258153166        0.0763880588        7.8154725822 

O            -0.3914379451        1.7821228163        9.4702765100 
O             2.0582091813        0.0738636958       10.3673699972 

Ti            1.8789497726        2.0951694989        5.0619724518 

Ti           -0.0570587413        1.9936876883        7.4550304082 
Ti            0.3726882497        0.0553355185        9.6953880897 

O             5.6157411548       -0.1601511418        4.3502815073 
O             3.7570070388        1.7474362595        5.4029101420 

O             5.6912164240        2.0276477432        6.8965070004 
O             3.8284159178        0.0059123330        7.8433893690 

O             3.8875054327        2.0060442110        9.3978765546 
O             5.5917970847        0.0051169830       10.4224355204 

Ti            5.6713027138        1.9950986233        4.9360610200 
Ti            3.7963356633        1.9867285916        7.3824910614 

Ti            3.9016355005        0.0435605342        9.7589820878 

O             1.8951112391        3.7470369461        4.4658822658 
O             0.0078427260        5.5359840224        5.5304063379 

O             1.9191646304        5.9159723432        7.0932386538 
O            -0.0440760931        3.8251117239        8.0145408931 

O            -0.5235860086        5.7483523180        9.4930990645 
O             0.5711584855        3.7834668545       11.2426414042 

Ti            1.8491997742        5.8419662088        5.0928951804 
Ti           -0.0851712061        5.7726376458        7.5433357232 

Ti           -0.6246471475        3.8159181058        9.9767546465 
O             5.6138753080        3.6680524422        4.3738526457 



O             3.7748680750        5.6584670880        5.4211001869 
O             5.7144501074        6.0114514473        6.8903012763 

O             3.9681032951        3.9346166610        7.7595931989 
O             3.9767194985        5.8462644592        9.4019794423 

O             6.0298409992        3.9773245290       10.6863720165 
Ti            5.6799415407        5.8275042918        4.9233596314 

Ti            3.8103112006        5.7858921133        7.3947173248 
Ti            4.4182724398        3.8854988561        9.7559887054 

O             1.8340553862        7.4940738732        4.4477670549 
O            -0.0386601889        9.4372919636        5.2962497562 

O             1.9594278791        9.7105492431        6.8704323636 

O            -0.0393718031        7.6165888375        7.9772805225 
O            -0.7367633451        9.5894009551        9.3065668586 

O             0.4979773104        7.9873447114       11.1958409827 
Ti            1.8066641816        9.6102493039        4.9129267114 

Ti           -0.0727112314        9.5809637528        7.4005798594 
Ti           -0.7175064323        7.7171941393        9.8643891777 

O             5.6923789577        7.4709099557        4.2553398761 
O             3.8120725938        9.3698641663        5.2197455550 

O             5.7858704003        9.6193060562        6.7152914814 
O             3.9342602063        7.8944247838        7.9821415149 

O             3.6198239669        9.6390299165       10.1407611259 

O             5.8867372147        7.7581282210       10.4096916149 
Ti            5.7769874617        9.5877464386        4.7612549905 

Ti            3.8307292264        9.5483231052        7.0717791825 
Ti            4.2109453933        7.7390106544        9.8927674570 

O             9.5106197089       -0.0858003460        4.2530023554 
O             7.5704379158        1.7760781886        5.2876026615 

O             9.4774284226        2.0655340923        6.8291579403 
O             7.6340602768        0.0833698054        7.7545384539 

O             7.4392526513        1.9894776530        9.2925375112 
O             8.9867524215        0.0502154291       10.5787827591 

Ti            9.5119829618        1.9654127974        4.8726292487 

Ti            7.6002620774        1.9546096182        7.2985975350 
Ti            7.4375426103        0.0658198683        9.7394935410 

O             9.5075961808        3.6163889161        4.2356743066 
O             7.5582955484        5.5333394105        5.2758704899 

O             9.4880125015        5.7790632718        6.8038353929 
O             7.6165658214        3.8811238202        7.7552044365 

O             7.5539710384        5.8156648397        9.2554538139 
O             9.3374834362        3.9165503074       10.4706777265 

Ti            9.5144893151        5.7138423959        4.8294319580 



Ti 7.6082505980 5.7338685100 7.2647620060    
0   0   0 

Ti            7.6818991488        3.8858902795        9.7569630661 
O             9.5158811245        7.3286689856        4.1982886044 

O             7.6665760241        9.3901166879        5.1223044133 
O             9.5353171374        9.7624125622        6.6922678138 

O             7.8051093632        7.7004724315        7.6536137888 
O             7.5326577459        9.5898870864        9.1499417297 

O             9.3445503873        7.7373199204       10.3733218831 
Ti            9.5630504650        9.7238185376        4.7536977306 

Ti            7.6617583326        9.5740267238        7.1647822863 

Ti            7.7235154516        7.7044542364        9.6038856608 
O             1.8723608359       11.2855766477        4.3179275786 

O            -0.0093806574       13.1843945535        5.4756407296 
O             1.9510016668       13.2551685504        7.0399662275 

O            -0.0844157050       11.5937444679        7.9549253318 
O            -0.3375594479       13.5701729985        9.5182418125 

O             0.7658413269       11.2094849229       10.9326227658 
Ti            1.8923197223       13.3198650971        5.0129521665 

Ti           -0.0440450296       13.3536406775        7.4303348318 
Ti           -0.5831712896       11.4954144251        9.8981309262 

O             5.7103559554       11.2718478084        4.2383190997 

O             3.8121046628       13.0687477992        5.4371292454 
O             5.7138163542       13.4661558929        6.8981005104 

O             4.0986952684       11.3042550847        7.9071185533 
O             3.7732426458       13.2426810609        9.4687758182 

O             5.9145981013       11.4221313924       10.3983112701 
Ti            5.6879910336       13.4122626591        4.9195066854 

Ti            3.8039726873       13.2859534319        7.3882743879 
Ti            4.2708544779       11.4271799717        9.7985943675 

O             9.5405776096       11.4106518052        4.2209437147 
O             7.5961112773       13.2411767826        5.2567211145 

O             9.4967795439       13.5657167629        6.7970499715 

O             7.7463855550       11.5032605975        7.6482974052 
O             7.4732929666       13.3686875076        9.2392234283 

O             9.3421907574       11.4340195476       10.3826126831 
Ti            9.5316578521       13.4769720869        4.8584776770 

Ti            7.6156101665       13.4143649563        7.2621809323 
Ti            7.7366515503       11.4880339869        9.6106036596 

O            13.3933708283       -0.0956051722        4.3646347050 
O            11.4162265111        1.7660753581        5.3396355769 

O            13.3178996344        1.9704285487        6.9703135214 
O            11.4192657307        0.0885978254        7.8191265072 



O            10.9108554532        1.9963616681        9.2797898440 
O            12.0849968491        0.0668691600       11.0400911731 

Ti           13.3294097727        1.9489562434        4.9857720397 
Ti           11.3581474880        1.9042218444        7.3561446640 

Ti           10.8872665436        0.0714753603        9.9127652428 
O            13.3844138923        3.6064634406        4.3844930281 

O            11.4311114263        5.5177654792        5.3027115223 
O            13.2881606851        5.8514829855        6.9605530318 

O            11.4605406789        3.8518611806        7.7697335662 
O            11.0525154392        5.7779116212        9.2417353506 

O            12.7781221313        3.7961571542       10.4911140771 

Ti           13.3557254328        5.7520371952        4.9738044817 
Ti           11.3740234884        5.7187548749        7.2734810834 

Ti           11.1331961247        3.8521283863        9.7162254974 
O            13.3857066617        7.3671181994        4.3354759436 

O            11.4102523524        9.3994065894        5.1064978876 
O            13.2143023503        9.7259208926        6.7690764107 

O            11.3712677913        7.6880730946        7.6717833619 
O            11.1063802132        9.5981429278        9.1764538825 

O            12.7302516682        7.6645988124       10.4636572518 
Ti           13.3156008582        9.7175928646        4.8680109921 

Ti           11.3973392141        9.6004614423        7.2414711458 

Ti           11.1257773258        7.6823638811        9.6183496406 
O            13.3380987908       11.4149949908        4.3434619507 

O            11.4293539194       13.2876330559        5.3143371347 
O            13.3159705745       13.6098727865        6.9579415136 

O            11.4536301281       11.5423252659        7.7180317388 
O            10.9348659537       13.3861758824        9.2547274107 

O            12.7880160405       11.5802453364       10.4798228532 
Ti           13.3366919471       13.4735256953        4.9891654259 

Ti           11.3732159648       13.4672550517        7.3464043824 
Ti           11.1855017014       11.5244521878        9.6712099032 

Cu            2.1028248808        7.1400081433       11.6855112417 

Cu            1.7807588910        9.4647626031       10.8133804977 
Cu            4.0510224899        5.9808314632       12.2333384749 

Cu            2.0792082137        4.7806689547       11.6452588270 
O             7.4375426103        0.0658198683       11.6394935410 

C             7.4375426103        0.0658198683       13.0000935410 
H             7.4375426103        0.0658198683       14.1010000000 

 
K_POINTS {gamma} 

 
CELL_PARAMETERS (alat=7.17667114) 



   4.011792000   0.000000000   0.000000000 
   0.000000000   4.011792000   0.000000000 

   0.000000000   0.000000000   5.773851229 
 
 


